
Dear Howard, (3:) 9/2/12 oe 
Ag clips continue to reach me, it becomes nore apparent that the AP's stories and the Timesve:rvice reproduction are pretty extensive. I don't think any real orobbba except 

what for years has been the reality, influence on uditogs and opinion~makers accrues to 
the extensiveness, 

Friends have supplied mu with brief tracerdpts of some of the radio play I missed, 
Yor example, CHS net Sat 26, apparently after AP wire story, angled “Oswald could not have acted alone.) , 

The next day, whether or not net I can't say, but including bis voice, has his claim 
to originating the SBT and a not exnctly faithful representation of the condition of the 
bullet, with the kind of irrelevaney he would, I am sure, tear epart in court. The rest 
of what he saye is siuply both dated and umtrue, I had expicted to make copies, but why 
take the tins, sicken youy and waste the cost I can't afford. I'm setting Bp B scparate 
file. I'L) hove ti remember where 1 put the first fev items, 

i am receiving a few comaonts, like the excesasive one (as I'veteld hin in a note) 
from Bd begining "& prophet is without hono:...", but in no case from a single one who 
disagreud with me. Included are several menbers of the prease I do think it is dcportant 
for you to wilerstani that Ki is overly generous, I think you should understand that this is 2ak tribute to any spowkal genius I have (and don't) but a measure of the inability of 
others to titink without personal involvements, omotional intrusions upon thinking ox to 
be, in some cases, even willing to think. Hut to retum to teday's racei pts: 

There svcms to have beet two AP stories on Cyril's press conference, and I got the 
sccons. first. The first was for poms Saturcay and the second Sunday's papers, Het recalling 
‘here I filed the first I got, I date the one that came today. it was put on the wire in 
to "takes" or pisces, the firat at 3116 Pete, the second gour minutes later. This oge 
begins with the above quote. Everything old hat and wrong is credited as. "Wecht's findings”, 
Six years after it was first available, more after pictures of it were published, "I was 
quite amaged at the pristine conditions of the bulict." Ur, Cyril discovered America. The - 
modesty of the nan is overwhelming (emphaais adied):"I discovered u dark brow shblack 
object inside the brain.senobody ever mentioned this previoudy,. Sobody ever desoribed it..." Not, at least since, the time I phoned him at home, left word, he wasn t there, and he 
returned the call reverse from Las Yogas some years ace 

Sy this time he had wised up a bit:"He did not say if he thought the object was a 
bullet." Considerin; that it would have Fluroeseed on the rays had it been, not a bit 
too souteafter the earlier quote tht it cowld have been, 

Here's a gem from the A? story from the SFUhronicle, I think uot in the earlier ones 
I gots "He said the d.rays proved that the front and rear woulds in the slain Preident 
were Gaused by the bullet which passed through Kennedy's body asi then atruck Connaliy. (Thelatter i'm sure did didn ¢ say.) Bu the first part 7% Nobody yet realises how foolish 
Harghall and his afederal pile were to give Latbimer first access. Gyril roally served 

them better, inorsidble as it secms, if you disagree, make a note for when you are here, 
One of his eriticims of Lattimer is that he "sport omly three oz four hours deexctiwx in the archives" (sic). . 
This atery, afull eclummas printed, econcluies with above cuotes to the digovery of 

ae, invention of the igmeel and, with apprépriate modesty, no claim for what is no leas his due, Delight Saving Mime. And all the time Hark lane had conned me into believing that it is to hia thatiwe’are indebted for all these blessing. Ch, wef, as long as we have 
sek such blescingss... HW


